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$k$ $0$ . $k$ Lie $\mathfrak{g}$ $k$
$A$ $k$ $A\otimes \mathfrak{g}$ , $k$ Lie
. Lie Lie . [Ko] ,
Lie , 1 $Ext$
. .
. $\lambda$ $\mathfrak{g}$
$V(\lambda)$ $A$ $\mathfrak{m}$ , $V_{\iota \mathfrak{n}}(\lambda)$ $V(\lambda)$ $\mathfrak{m}$ evaluation (
3 ) . , Der $(A, A/m)$ $A$ $m$ $k$
.
1.1 $V,$ $V’$ $A\otimes \mathfrak{g}$ .




$V\cong V_{\mathfrak{m}_{1}}(\lambda_{1})\otimes\cdots\otimes V_{m_{r-1}}(\lambda_{r-1})\otimes V_{m}$ $(\lambda_{r})$
$V’\cong V_{m\text{ }}(\lambda_{1})\otimes\cdots\otimes V_{\mathfrak{m}_{r-1}}(\lambda_{r-1})\otimes V_{m_{r}}(\lambda_{r})$
.
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Ex$t^{}$ $(V, V’)\cong Ext^{1}(V_{m_{r}}(\lambda_{r}), V_{m_{r}}(\lambda_{r}))$
$\cong Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(\lambda_{r}), V(\lambda_{r}’))\otimes$ Der $(A, A/\mathfrak{m}_{r})$
, $\lambda_{r}=\lambda_{r}’$
Ex$t^{}$ $(V, V’) \cong\bigoplus_{i=1}^{r}$ Ex$t^{}$ $(V_{\mathfrak{n}\tau_{1}}(\lambda_{i}), V_{m_{t}}(\lambda_{i}))$
$\cong\bigoplus_{i=1}^{?}(Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(\lambda_{i}), V(\lambda_{i}))\otimes$ Der $(A, A/\mathfrak{m}_{i}))$
.
Der $(A, A/m)$ $SpecA$ $\mathfrak{m}$
, $SpecA$ $A\otimes \mathfrak{g}$





$A$ 1 Laurent $k[t, t^{-1}]$ $A\otimes \mathfrak{g}$ Lie ,
Lie ( , $A$ 1
$k[t]$ Lie , Lie
. Feigin-Loktev [FL] $SpecA$ Lie
). Chari [C] Chari-Pressley [CPl]
. , ,
.
, Fialowski-Malikov [FM] evaluation




. Chari-Moura [CM] , Weyl Lie
. , Weyl ,




Lie Lie , $A$ (Laurent)
, $A$
Feigin-Loktev [FL] . , Weyl








$)$ , . $SpecA$
. [Ku] , $A=k[x, y]/(xy),$ $\mathfrak{g}=\mathfrak{s}\mathfrak{l}_{r+1}(k)$
Weyl , . $A$
. , $A$ $A\otimes \mathfrak{g}$
.
2 Lie
$k$ $0$ , $\mathfrak{g}$ $k$ Lie , $A$ $k$
. $A\otimes \mathfrak{g}$
$[a\otimes x, b\otimes y]=ab\otimes[x, y]$ $(a, b\in A, x, y\in \mathfrak{g})$
$k$ Lie . Lie Lie
.
29
3, Chari-Fourier-Khandai [CFK] $A\otimes \mathfrak{g}$




$\mathfrak{m}$ $A$ . $A$ $k$ $A/m\cong k$
. $Aarrow A/m\cong k$ $a\in A$ $a_{m}$ .
Lie $ev_{m}:A\otimes \mathfrak{g}arrow \mathfrak{g}$
$ev_{m}(a\otimes x)=a_{m}x$ $(a\in A, x\in \mathfrak{g})$
. $\mathfrak{g}$ $V$ , $V$
$A\otimes \mathfrak{g}$ . $\mathfrak{g}$ $V(\lambda)$
$V_{m}(\lambda)$ , $\mathfrak{m}$ evaluation .
$\mathcal{P}=\{\pi$ :Specm $Aarrow P^{+}|\#supp\pi<\infty\}$ , $\pi\in \mathcal{P}$
$\mathcal{V}(\pi)=\bigotimes_{m\in s^{\backslash }upp\pi}V_{m}(\pi(\mathfrak{m}))$
.





$A$ $\mathfrak{m}$ , Der $(A, A/m)$ .
, evaluation $Ext$ .
4.1
Ex$t^{}$ $(V_{m}(\lambda), V_{\mathfrak{m}}(\mu))\cong Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(\lambda), V(\mu))\otimes$ Der$(A, A/m)$
30
. $\varphi\in Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(\lambda), V(\mu))$
$D\in$ Der$(A, A/m)$ , $\mathfrak{g}$ $E=V(\lambda)\oplus V(\mu)$ $A\otimes \mathfrak{g}$
$(a\otimes x)(u, v)=(a_{m}xu, a_{m}xv+D(a)\varphi(x\otimes u))$ $(a\in A, x\in \mathfrak{g}, u\in V(\lambda), v\in V(\mu))$
. $A\otimes \mathfrak{g}$
$0arrow V_{\mathfrak{m}}(\mu)arrow Earrow V_{\mathfrak{m}}(\lambda)arrow 0$
, Ex$t^{}$ $(V_{\mathfrak{m}}(\lambda), V_{m}(\mu))$ .
. [Ko, Proposition 3.1] . ( )
$4\downarrow$ $Ext$ , evaluation
. .
4.2 (i) $supp\pi\cap supp\pi‘=\emptyset$ $\pi,$ $\pi’\in \mathcal{P}$ , Ex$t^{}$ $(\mathcal{V}(\pi), \mathcal{V}(\pi’))\neq 0$
$\pi=0$ $\pi’=0$ .
(ii) $\#supp\pi\neq 1$ $Ext^{1}(\mathcal{V}(\pi), \mathcal{V}(0))=0$ $Ext^{1}(\mathcal{V}(0), \mathcal{V}(\pi))=0$ .
(i) . , $\pi,$ $\pi’$
$Aa$ , , .
, (
) , ,
( (ii) ) (i) . (i) , [CP2]
Lie , [FL] $A$ Weyl
. [Ko, Lemma 3.3] .
(i) (ii) . $supp\pi=0$ $\pi=0$ ,
4.1
Ex$t^{}$ $(\mathcal{V}(0), \mathcal{V}(0))\cong Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(0), V(0))\otimes$ Der$(A, A/m)$
,
$Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(0), V(0))=0$
. $supp\pi\geq 2$ . $\mathfrak{m}\in supp\pi$ , $\pi’\in \mathcal{P}$
$(\mathfrak{m}’)=\{\begin{array}{ll}\pi(m’) \mathfrak{m}’\neq \mathfrak{m} \text{ }0 \mathfrak{m}’=\mathfrak{m} \text{ }\end{array}$
31
. $\mathcal{V}(\pi)\cong V_{m}(\pi(\mathfrak{m}))\otimes \mathcal{V}(\pi’)$ ,
$Ext^{1}(\mathcal{V}(\pi), \mathcal{V}(0))\cong Ext^{1}(\mathcal{V}(\pi^{l}), V_{m}(\pi(\mathfrak{m}))^{*})$
$\cong Ext^{1}(\mathcal{V}(\pi’), V_{m}(-w_{0}\pi(\mathfrak{m})))$
. $w_{0}$ $\mathfrak{g}$ Weyl . $\pi’\neq 0$ $supp\pi’\cap\{m\}=\emptyset$
, (i) $0$ . Ex$t^{}$ $(\mathcal{V}(0), \mathcal{V}(\pi))=0$ . ( )
(1 ) , .
43 $\pi,$ $\pi’\in \mathcal{P}$ .
(i) $Ext^{1}(\mathcal{V}(\pi), \mathcal{V}(\pi’))\neq 0$ $\#\{\mathfrak{m}\in$ Specm $A|\pi(m)\neq\pi’(\mathfrak{m})\}\leq 1$ .
(ii) $\#\{m\in$ Specm $A|\pi(\mathfrak{m})\neq\pi’(m)\}=1$ , $\{\mathfrak{m}\in$ Specm $A|\pi(\mathfrak{m})\neq\pi’(m)\}=$
{mo}
$Ex$ $t^{l}$ $(\mathcal{V}(\pi), \mathcal{V}(\pi’))\cong Ext^{1}(V_{m_{\text{ }}}(\pi(\mathfrak{m}_{0})), V_{\mathfrak{m}}$ $(\pi’(m_{0})))$
$\cong Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(\pi(\mathfrak{m}_{0})), V(\pi’(\mathfrak{m}_{0})))\otimes$ Der $(A, A/m_{0})$
, $\pi=\pi’$
$Ext^{1}(\mathcal{V}(\pi), \mathcal{V}(\pi’))\cong\bigoplus_{\mathfrak{n}\tau\in\sup p\pi}Ext^{1}(V_{\mathfrak{n}\tau}(\pi(\mathfrak{m})), V_{m}(\pi(\mathfrak{m})))$





$P^{+}\cong \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$ ,
Specm $A\cong k^{\cross}$ ,
Der $(A, A/m)\cong k(\forall \mathfrak{m})$
. $m\in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$ , $V(m)$ $m+1$ . ,
$Ext1$ $m,$ $n\in \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$ $Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(m), V(n))$
32
. $\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(m)$ , $\mathfrak{g}\cong V(2)$
,
$V(2)\otimes V(m)\cong\{\begin{array}{ll}V(2) m=0 \text{ }V(3)\oplus V(1) m=1 \text{ }V(m+2)\oplus V(m)\oplus V(m-2) m\geq 2 \text{ }\end{array}$
. $m=0$
dim Hom$\mathfrak{g}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(m), V(n))=\{\begin{array}{l}1 n=2 \text{ }0 \text{ } 5Y\end{array}$
, $m\geq 1$
dim Hom$\mathfrak{g}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(m), V(n))=\{\begin{array}{l}1 n=m+2, m, m-2 \text{ }0 \text{ }\end{array}$
. $V,$ $V$ ’ , $Ext^{1}(V, V’)\neq 0$ $Varrow V’$
, . $\mathcal{V}(0)$
$(V_{a}(m)\otimes V_{b}(n)(a\neq b\in k^{\cross})$ ,
) .
$|$ $|$ $|$
$(V_{b}(4)\uparrowrightarrow V_{a}(2)\otimes V_{b}(4)\varphi^{\star}rightarrow V_{a}(4)\otimes V_{b}(4)\gamma^{\star}rightarrow\cdots$
$(V_{b}\}^{2)}rightarrow V_{a}(2)\otimes V_{b}(2)\varphi^{\star}rightarrow V_{a}(4)\otimes V_{b}(2)\uparrow^{\star}rightarrow\cdots$
$\mathcal{V}(0)$
$V_{a}(2)\cup$ $V_{a}(4)\omega$
$\star$ 2 , 1 .












$\cong Ext^{1}(\bigotimes_{m\in\sup p\pi}V_{\mathfrak{m}}(\pi(\mathfrak{m})),\bigotimes_{m\in\sup p\pi’}V_{m}(\pi’(\mathfrak{m})))$
$\cong Ext^{1}(\bigotimes_{m\in S}(V_{m}(\pi(m))\otimes V_{m}(\pi^{l}(m))^{*})\otimes\bigotimes_{m\in T}V_{m}(\pi(m))\otimes\bigotimes_{m\in T’}V_{m}(\pi’(m))^{*}, \mathcal{V}(0))$
$\cong\bigoplus_{(j_{m})_{n\tau\in S}}Ext^{1}(\bigotimes_{m\in S}V_{m}(\nu_{j_{\mathfrak{m}}})\otimes\bigotimes_{m\in T}V_{m}(\pi(m))\otimes\bigotimes_{m\in T’}V_{m}(\pi’(\mathfrak{m}))^{*}, \mathcal{V}(0))$
. $(j_{m})_{m\in S}$
$Ex$ $t^{l}$
$( \bigotimes_{m\in S}V_{m}(\nu_{j_{n\backslash }})\otimes\bigotimes_{\mathfrak{m}\in T}V_{\mathfrak{m}}(\pi(m))\Theta\bigotimes_{\mathfrak{m}\in T’}V_{m}(\pi’(\mathfrak{m}))^{*}, \mathcal{V}(0))\neq 0$
, 42(ii)
$\bigotimes_{\mathfrak{m}\in S}V_{m}(\nu_{j_{\mathfrak{m}}})\otimes\bigotimes_{m\in T}V_{m}(\pi(m))\otimes\cdot\bigotimes_{m\in T’}V_{m}(\pi’(\mathfrak{m}))^{*}$
. $\nu j_{m}=0\Rightarrow\pi(m)=\pi’(m)$
, .
(a) $\mathfrak{m}\in S$ $\pi(\mathfrak{m})=\pi’(m)$ , $T=T’=\emptyset$
.
(b) $m\in S$ $\pi(m)=\pi’(m)$ , $\# T=1$ $T’=\emptyset$ .
(c) $\mathfrak{m}\in S$ $\pi(m)=\pi’(m)$ , $T=\emptyset$ $\# T’=1$ .
(a) $\#\{m\in$ Specm $A|\pi(\mathfrak{m})\neq\pi’(\mathfrak{m})\}\leq 1$ , (b) (c) $\#\{\mathfrak{m}\in$
Specm $A|\pi(m)\neq\pi’(\mathfrak{m})\}=1$ . (i) .
$Ext^{1}(\mathcal{V}(\pi), \mathcal{V}(\pi’))$
$\cong\bigoplus_{(j_{m})_{n\tau\in S}}Ext^{1}(\bigotimes_{m\in S}V_{m}(\nu_{j_{\mathfrak{m}}})\otimes\bigotimes_{\mathfrak{m}\in T}V_{\mathfrak{m}}(\pi(m))\otimes\bigotimes_{m\in T’}V_{m}(\pi’(m))^{*}, \mathcal{V}(0))$
34
(ii) , ([Ko, Theorem 3.6]
$)$ ,








$\mathcal{V}(\pi)\cong M\otimes V_{\mathfrak{m}_{0}}(\pi(m_{0}))$ ,
$\mathcal{V}(\pi’)\cong M\otimes V_{\mathfrak{m}_{0}}(\pi’(m_{0}))$
. $M\otimes-$ $k$
$Ext^{1}(V_{\mathfrak{m}_{0}}(\pi(\mathfrak{m}_{0})), V_{m_{0}}(\pi’(\mathfrak{m}_{0})))arrow Ext^{1}(\mathcal{V}(\pi), \mathcal{V}(\pi’))$




$Ext^{1}(V_{\mathfrak{m}}(\pi(\mathfrak{m})), V_{m}(\pi(m)))arrow Ext^{1}(\mathcal{V}(\pi), \mathcal{V}(\pi))$
, . ( )
, .




$( \mathcal{V}(\pi), \mathcal{V}(\pi))=\sum_{\mathfrak{m}\in\sup p\pi}\#\{i\in I|\langle h_{i}, \pi(\mathfrak{n}))\rangle\neq 0\}\dim$Der$(A, A/m)$
. $\{h_{i}|i\in I\}$ $\mathfrak{g}$ , $I$ .
35
(iii)
dim Extl $(\mathcal{V}(\pi), \mathcal{V}(\pi’))=$ dim Extl $(\mathcal{V}(\pi’), \mathcal{V}(\pi))$
(i) $\mathfrak{g}$ 1 , $Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(\pi(mo)), V(\pi’(mo)))$
1 . .
(ii) $\lambda\in P^{+}$
$\dim Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(\lambda), V(\lambda))=\#\{i\in I|\langle h_{i}, \lambda\}\neq 0\}$
, .
(iii) $\lambda,$ $\mu\in P^{+}$
$Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(\lambda), V(\mu))\cong Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}, V(\mu)\otimes V(\lambda)^{*})$,
$Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(\mu), V(\lambda))\cong Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}, V(\lambda)\otimes V(\mu)^{*})$
. $\mathfrak{g}$ $\mathfrak{g}^{*}\cong \mathfrak{g}$
$\dim Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(\lambda), V(\mu))=\dim Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(\mu), V(\lambda))$




1 , Fialowski-Malikov [FM] Lie evaluation
$Ext$
$Ext^{1}(V_{\mathfrak{m}}(\lambda), V_{n\tau}(\mu))\cong Hom_{\mathfrak{g}}(\mathfrak{g}\otimes V(\lambda), V(\mu))$
. Der $(A, A/\mathfrak{m})$ , , $A=k[t,$ $t^{-1}]$
1 . , Hochschild-Serre
, Lie Garland ,
, $Ext1$ $Ext$
( , ). $A$
, 4.1 $Ext$ . ,
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